
One Valley
Two Rivers
Three container terminals

Water opportunities



Logistics Valley, the Gelderland Transport Corridor, 
between the large sea ports and the European 
hinterland from Duisburg to Genoa, isn’t all about 
roads and trains. The river Rhine and the river 
IJssel, a tributary, comprise the ultimate  
no-traffic-jam way of transportation. Transport by 
barge keeps road traffic more fluent, which is a 
plus for the environment and offers extra benefits 
for the shipper.



Moving, storing and servicing containers and 
frequent barge connections with important 
hubs on waterways like Duisburg, Antwerp, 
Rotterdam and Amsterdam. Add intermodal 
transport to this 24-7 service by rail and road 
because of the proximity of highways and 
connections by rail and the mix these 
terminals are offering becomes tempting.
The new Silk Route by train from China,  
by way of Kazakhstan, ends in Duisburg, 

which is close by. Each of the three 
cooperating Gelderland container terminals 
has an E-road next door. Near Valburg, 
bordering on Nijmegen, a new train terminal 
is in the making. All three terminals in 
Doesburg, Nijmegen and Tiel use train 
after-shipping as standard.

The big plus: no traffic jams. Your  
transportation is on schedule and robust.

Intermodality

Terminal Doesburg Terminal Nijmegen Terminal Tiel



The Netherlands boasts a tight weave of 
4,800 kilometres of waterways, suited for 
transporting goods. The most important 
cities are connected by canals and lakes. 
Regional distribution from the quays is 
standard practice.

4,800 km of 
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The terminals sport deep water, even at  
low tides in rivers, thus warranting swift 
transport of cargo to the surrounding areas. 
The container terminals in Nijmegen, Tiel 
and Doesburg cooperate closely, realizing 
they are competitors in a competitive 
market.

Cooperation
‘We offer you a stable barge network in Gelderland. We maintain 
steady and reliable service lines to and from hubs like Rotterdam. 
Amsterdam and Duisburg. Cooperation is our way of keeping 
the guarantee of robust transport lines. The more shippers 
choose our services, the better our ‘buses’ will perform.’

Terminal managers Bastiaan Litjens, Etienne Morriën and Marco Witte
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Rotterdam Maasvlakte

Development of Gelderland Corridor

Deepsea terminals: Rotterdam Maasvlakte: 
APMTMVII, APMTR, RWG, Hutchinson Ports ECT 
Delta and ECT Euromax
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Barge terminal

Gelderland Corridor

The core business of the Gelderland 
terminals is transport to and from the main 
sea ports. Times are fixed for departure, 
loading and unloading. The German and 
Belgian terminals are serviced by schedule, 
and will be to the U.K. in the near future.

Barge  
schedules

One Valley, two Rivers, three container terminals



Barge transport is becoming greener:  
the terminal owners develop the use of 
alternatives to mineral fuels for ship 
engines, e.g. LNG. Barging powered by 

batteries is in a test-phase. The Nijmegen 
terminal is using an electricity-driven barge 
in its fleet.

Developments



This company’s growth  
is based on good logistics. 

Using barges for our 
containers is crucial.  
That’s why we’ve built  
our new DC next to the  

CTU terminal in Tiel.
Jacco van de Vliet

Operational manager Napoleon,
Canadian maker of high-end barbecues

From Rotterdam 
to Tiel,  
in practice



Barging is a realistic alternative to road 
transport. The predictability and sure-shot 
planning being outstanding features. The 
terminal companies will even provide the 
necessary transportation after the ship has 
been unloaded, if the customer so wishes.
A shipper in Gelderland can have his freight 
delivered anywhere. And the same goes for 

receiving loads: the whole of Europe is 
connected by waterways, with container 
terminals and deep sea water everywhere 
in the northern and southern parts of the 
continent.

Barge terminals give you that extra choice 
in reliable transportation!

The extra choice in reliable transportation



Terminals
BCTN 
Winselingseweg 80
6541 AH Nijmegen
+31 (0)24 333 3174
info@bctn.nl

CTD
Verhuellweg 5
6984 AA Doesburg
+31 (0)313 483 660
info@ctdoesburg.nl

CTU
De Grotewei 1
4004 LC Tiel
+31 (0)30 240 9710
info@ctu.nl

For general questions
info@logisticsvalley.nl

Contact



www.logisticsvalley.nl


